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Content looking for a Home 
Publishing Platforms for University Press Journals



What is a “Platform”?

CMS

VLE

LMS

Twitter, WordPress, 
IngentaCMS, Open 

Journal System 

Moodle, Canvas, 
WizIQ

“It serves no purpose on its own but rather enables the distribution. The platform is the engine. 
Content is the fuel. The consumer is the driver. 
Jason Kint, CEO, Digital Content Next

“A content management system, or CMS as it’s more commonly known, is a system that allows 
you to publish, modify, organise, delete content and maintain a website from a central interface” 
Weblator blog

RAW 
CONTENT

Content 
processing 
(to ePub, 
XML etc)



What does a CMS do?

Pre-publication?

Output Formats (PDF, 

HTML, ePub, print?

eCommerce?

User experience?

access control?

subscription 
management?

Edit and control 
content

multimedia 
(audio, video)?

metrics

free trials?

input formats?

server 
maintenance?

IT support?

end User 
Support?

collection 
management?

GDPR?

search tools
SEO?

CMS

responsive 
design?



- One size fits all
- Tough if you do mind sharing
- May have limited functions   
and features

What Choices Are There?

Open Source
(Drupal, OJS) 

Licenced 
(IngentaCMS, 

Atypon)

Aggregated (JSTOR, 
OAPEN, Ingenta 

Connect and Open)

+ Free
+ Fast installation
+ No commercial contracts

- Support
- Security
- User experience

+ Full support
+ Secure
+ Can be tailored to specific 
needs

- Cost
- Time to implementation
- Hard to move

+ Low cost
+ Great if you don’t mind

sharing
+ Relatively fast 
implementation



Partnerships are 
now key

What are Ingenta Connect & Ingenta Open doing?

Sales & Marketing 
(China)

Inbuilt XML 
workflow

(data conversion 
vendors)

eCommerce

Accessibility 
(ReadSpeaker)

access control

Print on Demand
(external vendors)

Discovery, AI
(Meta, TrendMD)

Multimedia 
(external hosting)

Metrics (Altmetric)

server maintenance

collections & 
compilations

PDF Annotation 
(Hypothes.is)

GDPR compliance

search tools

free trials, pre-pub

INGENTA 
CONNECT 
& OPEN

responsive design

DOI management

end User Support

in-house out of house

metrics

Bug fixing

Ongoing product development



Thank you!

For further information, please mail me…

byron.russell@ingenta.com

www.ingenta.com @weareingenta


